Girlguiding Dundee
COUNTY OUTDOOR CENTRE, NEWBIGGING
General Rules
Volunteers maintain Newbigging. These rules help keep it safe and sound, we appreciate and thank you for
following them.
The House will be checked after use by one of our volunteers: Our campsite is checked while you are still there
completing the departure checklist. Our Volunteers are not there to clear up for you. If things are not right they will ask you to
sort it.
Safety
1. Girl Guiding Units must comply with the rules regarding ratios of adults to children and have the correct licences.
2. No aerosol cans to be used in the house, wigwams or tents as it sets of the fire alarm!
3. No smoking on site
4. Gates must be closed at all times
5. No pets (assistance dogs allowed)
6. No cooking in the wet weather annexe, tents or wigwams. Please use fire-shelters for shelter while cooking
7. A purpose-built campfire circle is available for both campers and building users to share, please chat with other users to agree
when the campfire will be.
8. Ensure ashes are cold then put them in the ash can. Leave any partially burned wood in the campfire.
Health
1. No bleach in toilets or antibacterial soap (septic tank)
2. Please put rubbish in the wheeled bin at the gate. Once this bin is full all remaining rubbish must be removed from the site on
departure. Rubbish must NOT be left at the side of the bin nor the bin lid be left open.
3. Please recycle as much as possible in our bins. We have no glass recycling facility
4. No chemical toilets
Our site
1. Wear soft shoes indoors. No stiletto heels!
2. No chewing gum, food or sweets allowed in sleeping areas
3. Please do not use crayons, pens or pencils in sleeping areas
4. Use alter fires and place on grass not the hard standing. No turfing or fires directly on the grass
5. No fat down any drain, use grease traps on the campsite
6. Respect our trees
7. No balloons at the end of the road as it upsets our neighbours
8. No vehicles on campsite at any time. Car parking only in designated areas
9. Please respect our neighbours and do not stray onto their land. While off the site (e.g. hikes) please follow the country code
and observe the rules of courtesy and common sense. We would not wish to cause annoyance or offence by damaging fences or
crops, leaving gates open, or wandering where we clearly have no right to be. Glassfield Woods are out of bounds.
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